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Abstract19

When meta-analyzing heterogeneous bodies of literature, meta-regression can be used to20

account for potentially relevant between-studies differences. A key challenge is that the21

number of candidate moderators is often high relative to the number of studies. This22

introduces risks of overfitting, spurious results, and model non-convergence. To overcome23

these challenges, we introduce Bayesian Regularized Meta-Analysis (BRMA), which selects24

relevant moderators from a larger set of candidates by shrinking small regression25

coefficients towards zero with regularizing (LASSO or horseshoe) priors. This method is26

suitable when there are many potential moderators, but it is not known beforehand which27

of them are relevant. A simulation study compared BRMA against state-of-the-art random28

effects meta-regression using restricted maximum likelihood (RMA). Results indicated that29

BRMA outperformed RMA on three metrics: BRMA had superior predictive performance,30

which means that the results generalized better; BRMA was better at rejecting irrelevant31

moderators, and worse at detecting true effects of relevant moderators, while the overall32

proportion of Type I and Type II errors was equivalent to RMA. BRMA regression33

coefficients were slightly biased towards zero (by design), but its residual heterogeneity34

estimates were less biased than those of RMA. BRMA performed well with as few as 2035

studies, suggesting its suitability as a small sample solution. We present free open source36

software implementations in the R-package pema (for penalized meta-analysis) and in the37

stand-alone statistical program JASP. An applied example demonstrates the use of the38

R-package.39
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Selecting relevant moderators with Bayesian regularized meta-regression42

A common application of meta-analysis is to summarize existing bodies of literature.43

A crucial challenge is that there is often substantial heterogeneity between studies, because44

similar research questions are studied in different labs, sampling from different populations,45

and using different study designs, instruments, and methods. Any of those between-studies46

differences can introduce systematic heterogeneity in observed effect sizes. Suspected causes47

of systematic heterogeneity can either be used as exclusion criteria, or controlled for using48

meta-regression1. The latter approach provides an opportunity to learn which factors49

impact the effect size found. However, a limitation of meta-regression is that it requires a50

relatively high number of cases (studies) per parameter to obtain sufficient statistical51

power. In applied meta-analyses, the number of available studies is often low2. This52

introduces a risk of overfitting, which results in uninterpretable model parameters3. In53

extreme cases, the ratio of cases to parameters can be so low that the model is not54

(empirically) identified, resulting in non-convergence4. Accounting for between-studies55

heterogeneity thus poses a non-trivial challenge to classic meta-analytic methods. The risk56

of arriving at false-positive conclusions when there are many potential moderators is so57

ubiquitous that it was referred to as the “primary pitfall” in meta-regression5. The present58

study introduces a novel method to overcome this pitfall by imposing Bayesian regularizing59

(LASSO and regularized horseshoe) priors on the regression coefficients. These priors60

shrink the effect of irrelevant predictors towards zero while leaving important predictors61

relatively unaffected. The result is a sparse model with fewer non-zero parameters, which62

benefits model convergence, reduces overfitting, and helps identify relevant between-study63

differences.64
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Variable selection65

The “curse of dimensionality” refers to the aforementioned problems that arise when66

the number of moderators is high relative to the number of cases3. It can be overcome by67

performing variable selection: identifying a smaller subset of relevant moderators from the68

larger set of candidate moderators3. Prior authors have stressed the need to perform69

variable selection in meta-regression, for example, by limiting the number of moderators70

considered5. This does not resolve the problem, however, as failing to consider a moderator71

does not mean that it is irrelevant. Instead, moderators ought to be selected based on their72

theoretical or empirical relevance for the studied effect.73

One approach is to select variables on theoretical grounds. An important caveat is74

that theories that describe phenomena at the level of individual units of analysis do not75

necessarily generalize to the study level. Using such theories for variable selection amounts76

to committing the ecological fallacy: generalizing inferences across levels of analysis6. The77

implications of the ecological fallacy for interpreting the results of meta-regression are78

well-known5,7: For example, meta-regression may find a significant positive effect of average79

sample age on the effect size of a randomized controlled trial, even if age is uncorrelated80

with treatment efficacy within each study. Less well-known is that the same problem81

applies when using individual level theory to select study level moderators: If theory states82

that an individual’s age influences their susceptibility to treatment, that does not imply83

that average sample age will be a relevant moderator of study-level treatment effect in84

meta-regression. One rare example of study level theory is the decline effect: effect sizes in85

any given tranche of the literature tend to diminish over time8. When, by coincidence, a86

large effect is found, it initially draws attention from the research community. Subsequent87

replications then find smaller effects due to regression to the mean. Based on the decline88

effect, we might hypothesize “year of publication” to be a relevant moderator of study89

effect sizes. At present, few such study level theories about the drivers of heterogeneity90
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exist, and until they are developed, theory has limited utility for variable selection. A91

further complication is that theoretically relevant variables might not be reported in many92

published papers, which may be one reason why moderator analyses are rarely executed as93

planned5
94

An alternative solution is data-driven variable selection using appropriate statistical95

techniques. This is a focal issue in the discipline of machine learning3. There is precedent96

for the use of machine learning for variable selection in meta-analysis9. This prior work97

used the non-parametric random forest algorithm. A limitation of random forests is that98

its results are harder to interpret than linear models, which describe the effect of each99

moderator with a single parameter. The present study instead uses regularization, which is100

a method for variable selection in linear models. Regularization shrinks small model101

parameters towards zero, such that irrelevant moderators are eliminated. Different102

approaches to regularization exist3. The present paper introduces Bayesian Regularized103

Meta-Regression (BRMA), an algorithm that uses Bayesian regularizing priors to perform104

variable selection in meta-analysis. Regularizing priors assign a high probability density to105

near-zero values, which shrinks small regression coefficients towards zero, thus resulting in106

a sparse solution. This manuscript discusses two shrinkage priors, the LASSO and107

regularized horseshoe prior.108

Statistical underpinnings109

To understand how BRMA estimates the relevant parameters and performs variable110

selection, it is instructional to first review the statistical underpinnings of classical111

meta-analysis. In its simplest form, meta-analysis amounts to computing a weighted112

average of the effect sizes. Each effect size is assigned a weight that determines how113

influential it is in calculating the summary effect. The weights are based on specific114

assumptions. For example, the fixed effect model assumes that each observed effect size Ti115

is an estimate of an underlying true population effect size β0
10. This assumption is116
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appropriate when meta-analyzing close replication studies11. The only cause of117

heterogeneity in observed effect sizes is presumed to be sampling error, vi, which is treated118

as known, and computed as the square of the standard error of the effect size. Thus, for a119

collection of k studies, the observed effects sizes of individual studies i (for i ∈ [1, 2, . . . k])120

are given by:121

Ti = β0 + ϵi (1)

where ϵi ∼ N(0, vi) (2)

The estimated population effect size β̂0 is then a weighted average of the observed effect122

sizes. The assumption that sampling error is the only source of variance in observed effect123

sizes implies that studies with smaller standard errors estimate the underlying true effect124

size more precisely and should accrue more weight. Therefore, fixed effect weights are125

simply the reciprocal of the sampling variance, wi = 1
vi

. The estimate of the true effect is a126

weighted average across observed effect sizes:127

β̂0 =
∑k

i=1 wiTi∑k
i=1 wi

(3)

The random effects model, by contrast, assumes that, in addition to sampling error,128

true effects vary for random reasons, and thus follow a normal distribution with mean β0129

and variance τ 210. This assumption is appropriate when studies are conceptually similar130

but differ in small random ways11. The observed effect sizes are thus given by:131

Ti = β0 + ζi + ϵi (4)

where ζi ∼ N(0, τ 2) (5)

and ϵi ∼ N(0, vi) (6)

In this model, the error term ζi represents between-studies heterogeneity, with variance τ 2.132

As in the fixed effect model, studies with smaller sampling errors are assigned more weight.133

In contrast to the fixed effect model, the random effects model assumes that all studies134
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provide some information about the underlying distribution of true effect sizes. Fixed effect135

weights would discount the information smaller studies provide about the scale of this136

distribution, which is represented by its variance τ 2. To overcome this limitation, the137

weights are attenuated in proportion to the variance. The random effects weights are thus138

given by wi = 1
vi+τ̂2 . Whereas sampling error is still treated as known, the between-study139

heterogeneity τ 2 must be estimated. This estimate is represented by τ̂ 2.140

Between-studies heterogeneity is not always random, however. Meta-regression141

extends the random effects model to account for systematic sources of heterogeneity, which142

are coded as moderators. It estimates the effect of moderators on effect size, and provides143

an estimate of the overall effect size and residual heterogeneity after controlling for their144

influence. For example, if studies have been conducted in Europe and the Americas, one145

could code a binary moderator variable called “continent”. Using meta-regression, one can146

then estimate either the continent-specific effect size, or control for the difference between147

continents when estimating the overall average effect size. Similarly, if studies have148

examined the effect of a drug at different dosages, one could code dosage as a continuous149

moderator and estimate the overall effect size at average dosages, or at a specific dosage.150

The equation below describes a general model for p moderators, where x1...p represent the151

moderator variables, and β1...p their regression coefficients. Note that β0 now represents the152

intercept of the distribution of true effect sizes after controlling for the moderators. This is153

a mixed-effects model; the intercept and effects of moderators are treated as fixed and the154

residual heterogeneity as random1:155

Ti = β0 + β1x1 + β2x2 + . . . + βpxp + ζi + ϵi (7)

Regularized regression. Meta-regression models are most commonly estimated156

using weighted least squares, with weights determined according to the aforementioned157

random effects model, where residual heterogeneity is estimated using restricted maximum158

likelihood12,13. This approach, henceforth referred to as RMA, has low bias, which means159
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that, across hypothetical replications of a study, the average values of model parameters160

are close to their true population values14. Low bias comes at the cost of higher variance,161

however, which means that the estimated values of population parameters vary more from162

one hypothetical replication to the next. This phenomenon is known as the bias-variance163

trade-off. In general, an estimator with low bias and high variance produces results that164

generalize less well to new data than an estimator with high bias and low variance.165

Regularized approaches to regression intentionally increase bias in order to reduce variance.166

This is a sensible approach in the context of small samples, which are common in167

meta-analyses, because small samples incur a high risk of overfitting, and typically have168

relatively high levels of multicollinearity, due to the higher probability that extreme values169

on one moderator coincide with extreme values on another. In such cases, regularized170

regression reduces the risk of overfitting and increase generalizability of the results3.171

To understand how regularized regression introduces bias, consider a comparison172

between ordinary least squares regression and LASSO regression; for a more elaborate173

introduction, see15. Ordinary least squares regression (OLS) estimates model parameters174

by minimizing the Residual Sum of Squares (RSS) of the outcome variable, given by the175

formula below. In this equation, n is the number of participants; yi is the outcome variable,176

and x is one of p predictor variables.177

RSS =
n∑

i=1
(yi − β0 −

p∑
j=1

βjxij)2 (8)

The resulting parameter estimates perfectly describe linear relations in the present data178

set, but generalize less well to new data. Regularized regression biases parameter estimates179

towards zero by adding a penalty term to the RSS. Most common is the LASSO penalty,180

which consists of the sum of the absolute regression coefficients, or the L1 norm3. As the181

LASSO penalty is a function of the regression coefficients, it increases when they get182

bigger. This incentivizes the optimizer to keep the regression coefficients as small as183

possible. The amount of regularization can be controlled by multiplying the penalty by a184
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tuning parameter, λ. If λ is zero, the shrinkage penalty has no impact. As λ increases, all185

coefficients shrink towards zero, ultimately producing the null model. Cross-validation is186

often used to find the optimal value for the penalty parameter λ. The LASSO penalized187

residual sum of squares is given by:188

PRSS = RSS + λ
p∑

j=1
|βj| (9)

Note that many other regularizing penalties exist. This introduction focuses on the LASSO189

penalty because it is most ubiquitous, easy to understand, and has an analogue in Bayesian190

estimation, as explained in the next section.191

Some seminal studies have applied the LASSO to perform moderator selection in192

meta-regression16–18. This suggests that others have recognized its potential for exploring193

heterogeneity when the number of moderators is relatively high to the number of studies.194

However, these existing publications have taken a two-step approach, whereby moderators195

are first selected using LASSO regression, and selected moderators are then included in196

meta-regression analysis. This approach is fraught; firstly, because of known problems of197

inference after variable selection19. As the moderators included in the second step are198

based on an exploratory first step, their parameters are not valid for inference. Secondly,199

although the LASSO model in the first step accounts for potential multicollinearity by200

including all collinear variables but restricting the size of their coefficients, the201

meta-regression in the second step no longer does so. A three-step extension of the202

two-step approach exists that uses principles from the causal inference literature to203

overcome these limitations20. BRMA, by contrast, overcomes these limitations by204

introducing a one-step approach that performs inference within the penalized framework.205

Bayesian estimation. An alternative to the use of a shrinkage penalty is Bayesian206

estimation with a regularizing prior. Whereas the aforementioned (frequentist) approaches207

treat every possible parameter value as equally plausible, Bayesian estimation combines208

information from the data with a prior distribution that assigns a-priori probability to209
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different parameter values. Likely parameter values have a high probability density, and210

unlikely parameter values have a low probability density. The prior distribution is updated211

with the likelihood of the data to form a posterior distribution, which reflects expectations212

about likely parameter values after having seen the data. For a more extensive213

introduction to Bayesian estimation, see21.214

A regularizing prior distribution shrinks small coefficients towards zero by assigning215

high probability mass to near-zero values. There are many different regularizing prior216

distributions, some of which are analogous to specific frequentist methods22. For example,217

a double exponential prior (hereafter: LASSO prior) results in posterior distributions218

whose modes are identical to the estimates from LASSO-penalized regression23. Both the219

frequentist LASSO penalty and the Bayesian LASSO prior have a tuning parameter λ that220

controls the amount of regularization. In frequentist LASSO, its value is usually chosen via221

cross-validation3. In the Bayesian approach, by contrast, a diffuse hyperprior can be used222

to optimize its value during model estimation23.223

One limitation of the LASSO prior is that it biases all regression coefficients towards224

zero - for relevant as well as irrelevant moderators. To overcome this limitation,225

regularizing priors with better shrinkage properties have been developed. These priors still226

pull small regression coefficients towards zero, but exert less bias on larger regression227

coefficients. One example is the horseshoe prior24. It has heavier tails than the LASSO228

prior, which means that it does not shrink (and therefore bias) substantial coefficients as229

much. Two limitations of the horseshoe prior are 1) it lacks a formal way to include prior230

information regarding the degree of sparsity; and 2) it does not regularize coefficients far231

from zero. While the second problem is often considered a strength of the horseshoe prior,232

it can result in convergence issues when parameters are weakly identified. The regularized233

horseshoe was introduced to overcome these limitations25.234

The BRMA method introduced here offers both LASSO and regularized horseshoe235
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priors. The LASSO prior is given by:236

βj ∼ DE(0,
s

λ
) (10)

1
λ

∼ χ2(0, ν1) (11)

where DE denotes the double exponential distribution centered around zero, with a scale237

determined by a global scale parameter s that is multiplied by the inverse of tuning238

parameter λ. Increasing the scale parameter extends the prior to cover more extreme239

values. The inverse tuning parameter is estimated from the data by assigning it a diffuse240

hyperprior: a χ2 prior distribution with mean zero and degrees of freedom ν1
23. Increasing241

the degrees of freedom assigns greater probability mass to extreme values, resulting in less242

regularization. The present study used default values for the prior parameters, s = 1,243

ν1 = 1, were chosen as a diffuse hyperprior23.244

The regularized horseshoe prior combines global and local shrinkage of the regression245

coefficients with a finite slab that curtails the occurrence of very extreme values25. For246

regression coefficients βj, for j ∈ [1 . . . p] where p is the total number of moderators, the247

regularized horseshoe prior is given by:248

βj ∼ N(0, τ̃ 2
j λ), with (12)

τ̃ 2
j =

c2τ 2
j

c2 + λ2τ 2
j

(13)

λ ∼ student-t+(ν1, 0, λ2
0) (14)

τj ∼ student-t+(ν2, 0, 1) (15)

c2 ∼ Γ−1(ν3

2 ,
ν3s

2

2 ) (16)

Note that global shrinkage parameters, which are not subscripted, affect all regression249

coefficients. Local parameters are indicated by subscript j, and affect each individual250

regression coefficient separately. In these equations, N denotes the normal distribution,251

student-t+ denotes the positive half of a t distribution, and Γ−1 denotes the inverse Gamma252
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distribution. In this formula, λ controls the overall scale of the priors for all regression253

coefficients, where larger values for the global scale parameter λ2
0 widen the range of values254

covered by the priors. The global degrees of freedom ν1 control the overall thickness of the255

tails, with higher values resulting in thinner tails, which assigning less probability mass to256

extreme values. Lighter tails can aid model convergence when the model is weakly257

identified; for example, when there are more moderators than observations. The prior τj258

controls the local shrinkage of specific regression coefficients; its scale is fixed, but its259

degrees of freedom ν2 control the incidence of extreme values in a similar way as ν1. A260

finite “slab” applies additional regularization to very large coefficients, which provides261

greater numerical stability of the model. This slab is governed by a degrees of freedom262

parameter ν3 and a scale parameter s. As before, increasing ν3 assigns less probability263

mass to extreme values. Increasing s increases the range of values covered by the slab.264

An attractive property of this shrinkage prior is that it can incorporate prior265

information regarding the expected number of relevant moderators. This is accomplished266

by calculating the scale of the global shrinkage parameter λ2
0 based on the expected267

number of relevant moderators prel. The shrinkage parameter is then given by268

λ2
0 = prel

p−prel

σ√
n
, where σ is the residual standard deviation and n equals the number of269

observations. The present study used default values for the prior parameters, as proposed270

by its authors: λ2
0 = 1, ν1 = 1, ν2 = 1, ν3 = 4, and s = 225.271

The choice of prior distributions is an important decision in any Bayesian analysis.272

This also applies to the heterogeneity parameters. In the case of random effects273

meta-regression, the only heterogeneity parameter is the between-studies variance, τ 2. In274

the case of three-level multilevel meta-regression, there is a within-study and275

between-studies variance. A crucial challenge with heterogeneity parameters in276

meta-regression is that the number of observations at the within- and between-study level277

is often small. This can result in poor model convergence26, or boundary estimates at278

zero27. A well-known advantage of Bayesian meta-analysis is that it can overcome these279
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challenges by using weakly informative priors, which guide the estimator towards plausible280

values for the heterogeneity parameters. There is less consensus, however, about which281

priors are most suitable for this purpose26. BRMA uses a prior specifically developed for282

multilevel heterogeneity parameters28: a half-Student’s t distribution with large variance,283

student-t+(3, 0, 2.5). Note that other relevant weakly informative priors have been284

discussed in the literature, such as the Wishart prior29. There has also been increasing285

interest in the use of informative priors for heterogeneity parameters, which incorporate286

substantive knowledge about plausible parameter values30. Informative priors exert287

substantial influence on the parameter estimates. They thus differ from weakly informative288

priors, which restrict the estimator towards possible values (e.g., by excluding negative289

values for the variance), or guide it towards plausible values to aid model convergence.290

BRMA takes a pragmatic approach to Bayesian analysis, using weakly informative priors291

to aid convergence for heterogeneity parameters, and regularizing priors to perform292

variable selection for regression coefficients. The use of informative priors is out of scope293

for BRMA. If researchers do wish to construct alternative prior specifications, they may294

want to develop a custom model in rstan instead31.295

The frequentist LASSO algorithm shrinks coefficients to be exactly equal to zero, and296

thus inherently performs variable selection. Other approaches to regularization - frequentist297

or Bayesian - lack this property. However, an advantage of the Bayesian approach is that298

its posterior distributions lend itself to exact inference. One can use probability intervals to299

determine which population effects are likely non-zero; for example, by selecting moderators300

whose 95% interval excludes zero. Two commonly used Bayesian probability intervals are301

the credible interval and the highest posterior density interval21. The credible interval (CI)302

is the Bayesian counterpart of a confidence interval, and it is obtained by taking the 2.5%303

and 97.5% quantiles of the posterior distribution. The highest posterior density interval304

(HDPI) is the narrowest possible interval that contains 95% of the probability mass32.305

When the posterior distribution is symmetrical, the CI and HDPI are the same. However,306
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when the posterior is skewed, the HPDI has the advantage that all parameter values within307

the interval have a higher posterior probability density than values outside the interval.308

This suggests that the HPDI might be superior for performing inference on residual309

heterogeneity parameters, which have a skewed posterior distribution by definition. For310

inference on regression coefficients, the choice of interval is likely less crucial.311

Standardizing predictors. As explained in Formula (9), regularization penalizes312

all coefficients equally, without regard for their scale. If variables are on different scales,313

this can lead to uneven penalization of coefficients in which variables with smaller standard314

deviations are biased more strongly towards zero33. If the scale of predictor x is increased315

by a factor 10, its regression coefficient is reduced by a factor 10, bringing it closer to zero316

where it will be more affected by penalization. Standardization is a widely used method for317

equalizing predictor scales34. Standardization is a linear transformation that sets the mean318

of all predictors to 0 and their standard deviation to 1. Like most other regularizing319

methods, BRMA performs standardization by default35. After parameters are estimated320

using standardized variables, they can be restored to their original scales. For the321

intercept, the transformation is:322

b0 = b0Z − bZ
x̄
sX

where b0 is the intercept, b0Z is the intercept for the standardized predictors, x̄ and sx are323

the vectors of predictor means and variances, and bZ is the vector of regression coefficients324

for the standardized predictors. The regression coefficients are returned to their original325

scale by applying:326

bx = bz

sx

Note that standardization is not always necessary or desirable. Standardization is not327

necessary if predictors are already on equivalent scales, in which case penalization already328

affects them all equally. There are additional considerations regarding standardization of329

categorical predictors36. As binary predictors can be straightforwardly included as330
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predictors in linear models, the most common way to represent categorical predictors is by331

choosing one response option as reference category, and creating binary dummy variables332

to represent other response categories. If these dummies are not standardized, they might333

be unevenly penalized, as explained before. However, standardizing dummy variables334

compromises the interpretability of their regression coefficients37,38. To illustrate this335

challenge, consider bivariate regression with a single binary predictor x that takes on values336

0 and 1 predicting outcome y. The intercept represents the expected value of y when x is337

equal to zero, and the regression coefficient represents the difference in the expected value338

of y between the two conditions36. By standardizing this binary predictor, the reference339

value is no longer zero, and both the intercept and its regression coefficient have no clear340

interpretation anymore. Extending this example to the multivariate case further341

complicates the problem38. The appropriate solution depends on the research goals; if the342

primary goal is variable selection, then the dummies should be standardized. However, if343

the primary goal is interpretation of the coefficients, they should not be34. A related344

challenge is that, whereas various coding schemes for categorical predictors are equivalent345

in standard linear regression, in penalized regression, the coding scheme does affect model346

fit and interpretation of the coefficients39,40.347

Intercepts. The general linear model used in BRMA typically includes an348

intercept, which reflects the expected value of the outcome when all predictors are equal to349

zero, and regression coefficients for the effect of moderators. If the analysis contains350

categorical predictors, it may be desirable to omit this intercept. To understand why, first351

consider the model with an intercept. Standard practice is to encode category membership352

with dummy variables, with values x ∈ {0, 1}. For a variable with c categories, the number353

of dummy variables is equal to c − 1. The omitted category functions as a reference354

category, and its expected value is represented by the model intercept b0. The regression355

coefficients of the dummy variables, b1...c, indicate the difference between the expected356

values of the reference category and of the category represented by the dummy. This is357
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useful when there is a meaningful reference category. For example, imagine a study on the358

effectiveness of interventions for specific phobia with two interventions: Treatment as359

usual, and a novel intervention. In this case, it makes sense to code treatment as usual as360

the reference category, and dummy-code the new contender. The intercept b0 then361

represents the average effect size of treatment as usual, and the effect of the dummy b1362

indicates whether the newly developed intervention has a significantly different effect size363

from treatment as usual. In other cases, there may not be a straightforward reference364

category. For example, imagine a study on the effectiveness of one intervention for specific365

phobia in two continents. In this case, it makes more sense to estimate the average effect366

for all continents separately - in other words, to conduct a multi-group analysis. This is367

achieved by removing the intercept, and including all c dummy variables. In the context of368

standard linear regression, both approaches are equivalent, but in regularized regression,369

shrinkage affects the intercept differently from the dummy variables. Consequently, a370

reasoned choice must be made about whether to include an intercept or not.371

Implementation372

To facilitate adoption of the BRMA method in applied research, we have373

implemented it in two software packages. First, in the statistical programming language374

R41. R-users can install the package pema, short for penalized meta analysis, from CRAN375

by running install.packages("pema"). Second, non-R-users can use BRMA via a376

graphical interface in the free, open source statistical program JASP42 via the menu option377

“Penalized Meta-Analysis”, see Figure 1.378

For estimation, brma() depends on Stan, a probabilistic programming language that379

uses Hamiltonian Monte Carlo to sample from the posterior distribution31. Stan is written380

in C++, and thus computationally efficient, but custom models must be compiled prior to381

estimation. Installing a toolchain to compile models requires some technical sophistication,382

which potentially restricts the user base. Moreover, model compilation adds unnecessary383
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computational overhead for standard applications. To overcome these limitations, the pema384

package includes pre-compiled stock models with opinionated default options. At the time385

of writing, these include random effects and three-level meta-regression with and without386

an intercept. R-users can refer to the package documentation to see what options are387

available at the time of reading by running ?pema::brma. Researchers who wish to388

construct a model that is currently out of scope of brma() are referred to rstan instead31.389

As a starting point, the rstan source code for the stock models included with pema can be390

accessed by running pema:::stanmodels. We welcome user contributions of additional391

models.392

The function brma() has two main interfaces: a formula interface, corresponding to393

base-R functions like lm(), which allows the user to specify a model formula that394

references variables in a data argument. The second interface is more amenable to machine395

learning applications, and accepts an x matrix of predictors and a y vector of effect sizes.396

Additionally, brma() has an argument vi, which refers to the effect size variances, and397

study, which (optionally) refers to a clustering variable for three-level meta-regression.398

Both of these arguments accept either the name of a column in data, or a numeric vector.399

As mentioned before, the R-implementation of BRMA has several options that can be400

customized. The most important option relates to the choice of priors for the regression401

coefficients. At the time of writing, brma() supports two priors for regression coefficients:402

the LASSO and the regularized horseshoe. A prior is selected using the method argument;403

the prior argument is used to specify custom values for the prior hyperparameters (see404

Statistical underpinnings). The parameters of the LASSO prior are explained in Equation405

(11), and those of the regularized horseshoe in Equation (13). Table 1 provides an overview406

of the arguments that can be passed to prior to control these parameters, along with a407

rudimentary description of the effect of increasing the value of each parameter.408

Standardization is an important step in Bayesian regularized meta-analysis, as409
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explained before. By default, brma() standardizes the predictor matrix, and restores model410

coefficients to their original scale, as explained in Statistical underpinnings. There are two411

ways to circumvent this default standardization. The first is to disable standardization412

entirely, analyzing predictors in their original scale, by setting standardize = FALSE.413

Alternatively, brma() allows custom standardization. To use this option, first manually414

standardize (some of) the predictors. Then, when calling brma(), provide the means415

(means) and standard deviations (sds) that should be used to restore coefficients to the416

predictors’ original scale. This can be accomplished using the argument standardize =417

list(center = means, scale = sds). For predictors that should not be standardized,418

simply pass a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1; this leaves the coefficient in419

question unaffected.420

Simulation study421

We performed a simulation study to validate the BRMA algorithm. As a benchmark422

for comparison, we used random effects meta-regression with restricted maximum423

likelihood estimation (RMA)43, which is the current state-of-the-art in the field. We424

evaluated the algorithms’ predictive performance in new data, ability to perform variable425

selection, and ability to recover population parameters. Our research questions are whether426

BRMA offers a performance advantage over RMA in terms of any of these indicators, and427

which prior (LASSO versus regularized horseshoe) is to be preferred. For both Bayesian428

priors, we used default values proposed in prior literature, see Table 1. Default values for429

the LASSO prior were based on23, and default values for the regularized horseshoe prior430

were based on44. The simulation code is available in a version-controlled repository at431

https://github.com/cjvanlissa/pema, in the directory pema/simulatie_2021.432

https://github.com/cjvanlissa/pema
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Performance indicators433

Our primary performance indicator was predictive performance, a measure of model434

generalizability. To compute it, for each iteration of the simulation, both a training data435

set and a testing data set are generated from the same known population model. The436

number of cases in the training data vary according to the design factors of the simulation437

study. The number of cases in the testing data set was always 100. The models under438

evaluation (BRMA, RMA) were estimated on the training data, and used to predict cases439

in the testing data. Predictive performance was operationalized as the model’s explained440

variance in the testing data, R2
test, calculated as follows:441

R2
test = 1 −

∑k
i=1(yi,test − ŷi,test)2∑k
i=1(yi,test − ȳtrain)2

Where k is the number of studies in the testing data set, ŷi−test is the predicted effect size442

for study i, and ȳtrain is the mean of the training data. The R2
test differs from the familiar443

R2 metric: R2 describes the proportion of variance a model explains in the training data,444

and it always increases as the model becomes more complex. By contrast, R2
test reflects the445

explained variance in the testing data. Recall that BRMA was developed to reduce the risk446

of overfitting meta-regression models. The R2
test is a useful metric to detect overfitting,447

which causes it to decrease, or even become negative.448

The algorithm’s ability to perform variable selection was evaluated by estimating449

sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity P is the ability to select true positives, or the450

probability that a variable is selected, S = 1, given that it has a non-zero population effect:451

P = p(S = 1||β| > 0). Specificity is the ability to identify true negatives, or the probability452

that a variable is not selected given that it has a zero population effect:453

N = p(S = 0|β = 0).454

The ability to recover population parameters β and τ 2 was examined in terms of bias455

and variance of these estimates. The bias is given by the deviation of the estimate from the456
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known population value, and the variance is given by the variance of this deviation across457

replications of the same simulation conditions.458

Design factors459

To examine performance in a range of realistic meta-analysis scenarios, seven design460

factors were manipulated: First, we manipulated the number of studies in the training data461

k ∈ (20, 40, 100). Second, the average within-study sample size n̄ ∈ (40, 80, 160). Third,462

true effect sizes were simulated according to two models: one with a linear effect of one463

moderator, Ti = βx1i + ϵi, and one with a non-linear (cubic) effect of one moderator,464

Ti = βx1i + βx2
1i + βx3

1i + ϵi, where ϵi ∼ N(0, τ 2). As both BRMA and RMA assume linear465

effects, simulating data from a non-linear model allows us to examine how robust the466

different methods are to violations of this assumption. The fourth design factor was the467

population effect size β in the aforementioned models, with β ∈ (0, .2, .5, .8). Fifth, we468

manipulated the residual heterogeneity τ 2 in the aforementioned models, with469

τ 2 ∈ (.01, .04, .10). According to a review of 705 published psychological meta-analyses470

(Van Erp et al., 2017), these values of τ 2 fall within the range observed in practice. Sixth,471

we varied the number of moderators not associated with the effect size M ∈ (1, 2, 5). These472

are the moderators that ought to be shrunk to zero by BRMA. Note that the total number473

of moderators is M + 1, as one moderator is used to compute the true effect size (see the474

third design factor). Finally, moderator variables were simulated as skewed normal475

moderators, with scale parameter ω ∈ (0, 2, 10), where ω = 0 corresponds to the standard476

normal distribution. All unique combinations of these design factors produced 1944 unique477

conditions. For each simulation condition, 100 data sets were generated. In each data set,478

the observed effect size yi was simulated as a standardized mean difference (SMD), sampled479

from a non-central t-distribution.480
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Results481

Missing data482

Any iterative algorithm is susceptible to convergence problems. In such cases, the483

BRMA algorithms provide warning messages, but still return samples from the posterior.484

We were thus able to use all iterations of the BRMA algorithms, although some may have485

failed to converge, which would negatively impact BRMA’s performance. When the RMA486

algorithm fails to converge, however, it terminates with an error. The RMA algorithm487

failed to converge in 10 replications, all characterized by low number of cases (k ≤ 40) and488

high effect sizes β ≥ .5. They were omitted from further analysis.489

Predictive performance490

Within data sets, the BRMA with a horseshoe prior had the highest predictive491

performance R2
test 50% of the time, followed by RMA, 37%, and finally BRMA with a492

LASSO prior, 13%. Across data sets, the average R2
test was highest for BRMA with a493

horseshoe prior and lowest for RMA, see Table 2. This difference was driven in part by the494

fact that explained variance was somewhat higher for the BRMA models when the true495

effect was non-zero (i.e., in the presence of a population effect), and by the fact that RMA496

had larger negative explained variance when the true effect was equal to zero (i.e., there497

was no population effect to detect).498

The effect of the design factors on R2
test was evaluated using ANOVAs. Note that499

p-values are likely not informative due to the large sample size and violation of the500

assumptions of normality and homoscedasticity. The results should therefore be interpreted501

as descriptive, not inferential, statistics. Table 3 reports the effect size η2 of simulation502

conditions on R2
test.503

To test our research questions, we computed interactions of algorithm (HS504
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vs. LASSO, HS vs. RMA and LASSO vs. RMA) with the other design factors. The η2 of505

these differences between algorithms are also displayed in Table 3. Note that η2 for the506

comparison between HS and LASSO was zero in the second decimal for all conditions;507

thus, this comparison was omitted from the Table. The effect of design factors by508

algorithm is displayed in Figure 2; these plots have been ranked from largest difference509

between BRMA and RMA to smallest. Results indicate that the largest differences510

between algorithms were due to the effect size β, number of irrelevant moderators M , and511

the number of cases in the training data k. Evidently, predictive performance increased512

most for the HS algorithm when the effect size increased above zero. As previously noted,513

predictive performance of RMA was the most negative when the effect size was zero. This514

means that RMA’s explained variance in new data was below zero, a clear indication of515

overfitting. The HS algorithm furthermore had the consistently highest predictive516

performance regardless of number of irrelevant moderators or number of cases in the517

training data, and was relatively less affected by increases in the number of irrelevant518

moderators (panel b) or in the number of training cases (panel c). Conversely, RMA had519

relatively poor predictive performance on average, and was more responsive to increases in520

the number of training cases and irrelevant moderators.521

Variable selection522

To determine the extent to which the algorithms could perform variable selection523

correctly, we calculated sensitivity P , the ability to detect a true population effect, and524

specificity N , the ability to correctly estimate a null-effect at zero. We used all simulation525

conditions with β > 0, such that the population effect of the first moderator was always526

positive and that of the second moderator was always zero, and calculated P from the527

effect of the first moderator, and N from the effect of the second moderator. Finally, we528

computed overall accuracy as Acc = (P + N)/2, which reflects the trade off between529

sensitivity and specificity.530
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As the regularizing algorithms shrink all coefficients towards zero, it is unsurprising531

that sensitivity was highest for RMA, followed by HS and LASSO, PRMA = 0.95,532

PHS = 0.91, PLASSO = 0.89. By contrast, specificity was higher for the regularizing533

algorithms, NHS = 0.98, NLASSO = 0.97, NRMA = 0.94. Overall accuracy was534

approximately equal for RMA and HS, and was lower for LASSO, AccRMA = 0.95,535

AccHS = 0.95, AccLASSO = 0.93.536

Cramer’s V, an effect size for categorical variables, was used to examine the effect of537

design factors on sensitivity (Table 4, Figure 3) and specificity (Table 5, Figure 4). We also538

computed this effect size for the difference between algorithms in the number of true539

positives by design factor. Differences in sensitivity between the algorithms were near-zero540

for HS and LASSO. The difference between the two BRMA algorithms and RMA were541

largest for the design factor effect size β, followed by the model and number of studies k.542

For specificity, differences in sensitivity between HS and LASSO were largest for the543

number of noise moderators M , followed by the effect size β, number of studies k, and544

residual heterogeneity τ 2. The difference between the two BRMA algorithms and RMA545

were largest for the design factor number of studies k, followed by the model, the number546

of noise moderators M , and the effect size β. Also note that the association between design547

factors and specificity was not monotonously positive or negative across algorithms.548

Instead, some design factors had opposite effects for the two BRMA algorithms versus549

RMA. For instance, a larger number of studies k had a negative effect on specificity for the550

BRMA algorithms, but a positive effect for RMA - within the context that RMA had lower551

specificity on average. Conversely, a greater number of noise moderators M had a positive552

effect on specificity for BRMA, but a negative effect for RMA.553

Ability to recover population parameters554

The ability to recover population parameters β and τ 2 was examined in terms of bias555

and variance of these estimates. If the value of the regression coefficient as estimated by556
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one of the algorithms is b̂, then the bias B and variance V of this estimate can be557

computed as b̂ − β, and as the variance of b̂ across replications of the simulation for each558

unique combination of design factors, respectively. For the estimated regression coefficients,559

HS had the greatest (negative) bias across simulation conditions, BHS = −0.07, followed by560

LASSO, BLASSO = −0.06. Surprisingly, RMA also had negatively biased estimates,561

BRMA = −0.01. The effect of the design factors on the bias in estimated β was evaluated562

using ANOVAs. Table 6 reports the effect size η2 of simulation conditions on the bias. The563

skewness of moderator variables had the largest effect on bias in estimated β for all564

algorithms. This was mainly because the algorithms overestimated τ 2 most when the565

data-generating model contained cubic terms. Simulating data with a cubic model violates566

the model’s assumption of linearity, which biases the estimated parameters. No differences567

between algorithms in the effect of design factors were observed.568

The variance of parameter estimates cannot be calculated on a case-by-case basis.569

Instead, it is calculated across replications for each simulation condition. Across simulation570

conditions, parameters estimated via HS had the lowest variance, VHS = 0.32, followed by571

LASSO, VLASSO = 0.34, and then RMA, VRMA = 0.38. Online Supplemental Table S1572

provides an overview of the effect size of design factors on variance of the regression573

coefficients. Notably, the differences between algorithms are very small; the largest effect574

sizes were observed for the difference between HS and RMA in the effects of effect size,575

sample size, and model, all with η2 < 0.01.576

Across all simulation conditions, HS had the lowest bias for the residual heterogeneity577

τ 2, BHS = 0.38, followed by RMA, BRMA = 0.39, and then LASSO, BLASSO = 0.39. Note578

that all algorithms yielded positively biased estimates. The effect of the design factors on579

the bias in τ 2 was evaluated using ANOVAs. Table 7 reports the effect size η2 of simulation580

conditions on t̂2 − τ 2. The design factors β and model had the largest effect on bias in581

estimated τ 2 for all algorithms. No differences between algorithms in the effect of design582
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factors were observed.583

The variance of the residual heterogeneity was calculated across replications for each584

simulation condition. The LASSO estimates of τ 2 had the lowest variance, VLASSO = 1.47,585

followed by HS, VHS = 1.50, and then RMA, VRMA = 1.71. Online Supplemental Table S2586

provides an overview of the effect size of design factors on variance of the residual587

heterogeneity. All differences between algorithms were small, η2 ≤ 0.002.588

Applied example589

This example uses the bonapersona data, which were included in the pema package590

with permission of the author45. This meta-analysis of over 400 experiments investigated591

the effects of early life adversity on cognitive performance in rodents. Note that the sample592

is much larger than the maximum used to validate BRMA in our simulation study. As593

larger samples provide greater statistical power, it should also be valid for this sample. For594

illustrative purposes, we use a smaller subset of the more than 30 moderators. See the595

pema package documentation (help and vignettes) for further examples.596

# Load relevant packages

library(pema)

library(mice)

library(rstan)

# Select data to analyze

df <- bonapersona[ , c("yi", "vi", "mTimeLength",

"year", "model", "ageWeek")]

# Multiple imputation for missing values

df <- mice(df)

First, we estimate a model with all default settings. Based on the results of the597

present simulation study, the regularized horseshoe is the default prior. To see all default598
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values, open the function documentation using ?brma. The use of a random seed makes599

this example reproducible:600

fit <- brma(yi ~ ., data = df, vi = "vi", seed = 1)

Running summary(fit) returns the posterior mean, standard deviation, and quantiles601

of the model parameters (see Table 8). Use the posterior mean or median (50% quantile)602

and 95% credible interval (2.5% - 97.5%) to perform inference on model parameters.603

Parameters whose 95% credible interval excludes zero are marked with an asterisk. Note604

that Bayesian analyses do not use the frequentist notion of significance. Instead, we say605

that there is a 95% probability that the true population parameter lies within the interval,606

given the prior and observed data. In this example, there are no moderators for which the607

95% CI excludes zero. The residual heterogeneity, however, does exceed zero. The brma()608

function builds upon the rstan package, and its output is backwards compatible. A brma609

model can be converted to a stanfit object via as.stan(fit). This makes it possible to610

benefit from the many existing convenience functions for rstan models. For example, it is611

possible to get a HPDI interval for the residual heterogeneity by running612

bayestestR::hdi(as.stan(fit), parameters = "tau2"). There are also many plotting613

functions for stanfit objects; for example, one can plot the model parameters using614

plot(as.stan(fit), plotfun = "dens", pars = c("Intercept", "year")).615

Before interpreting the results, however, it is important to assess model convergence.616

If any indication of non-convergence is detected during estimation, a warning will be617

printed. The example returns the warning that there were 331 divergent transitions, and618

suggests increasing the number of iterations (increasing the argument iter beyond its619

default value of 2000). Divergent transitions can result in biased estimates. If the number620

of divergences is small and there are no further indications of non-convergence, however,621

the posterior distribution is often good enough to safely interpret the results. We can622

examine two parameter-specific indicators of convergence by ascertaining that the number623
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of “unique” samples from the posterior n_eff for each parameter is sufficiently high, and624

that the different chains of the estimator have mixed properly, as indicated by Rhat close625

to 1. The number of effective (independent) MCMC samples should be high relative to the626

total number of samples (in this case, 4000, as we used 2000 iterations on a dual-core627

processor). If the effective sample size is less than 10% of the total, there may be a628

problem - which is not the case here. The Rhat is a version of the potential scale reduction629

factor, which represents the ratio of between- and within-chain variance46. If the chains630

mixed well, the Rhat should be close to 1. Both n_eff and Rhat indicate convergence in631

this example. Additional convergence diagnostics are obtained by running632

check_hmc_diagnostics(as.stan(fit)). Convergence can also be assessed visually using633

the function traceplot(as.stan(fit), pars = c("Intercept", "year")), which634

provides trace plots for the MCMC draws. If the model converged, the traces of the635

different chains should mix well (i.e., overlap) and look like “fat caterpillars”.636

As explained in the section on Bayesian estimation, model convergence can be aided637

by increasing the amount of regularization of the prior, for example, by increasing some of638

the df parameters (see code below). In this example, increasing both df and df_slab to 5639

results in only 96 divergences, compared to the original 331. This can be verified by640

running summary(fit2). In general, it is prudent to perform similar sensitivity analyses to641

determine how robust the results are to different priors. For a visual inspection of the642

difference in posterior distributions, use the function plot_sensitivity().643

fit2 <- brma(yi ~ ., data = df, vi = "vi",

prior = c("df_global" = 5, "df" = 5),

seed = 1)

plot_sensitivity(fit, fit2)
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Discussion644

This study presented a novel algorithm to select relevant moderators that can explain645

heterogeneity in meta-analyses, using Bayesian shrinkage priors. A simulation study646

validated the performance of two versions of the BRMA algorithm, with a regularized647

horseshoe prior and LASSO prior, relative to state-of-the-art meta-regression with648

restricted maximum likelihood estimation (RMA). Our analyses examined the algorithms’649

predictive performance, which is a measure of generalizability, their ability to perform650

variable selection, and ability to recover population parameters. Our research questions651

were whether BRMA offers a performance advantage over RMA in terms of any of these652

indicators, and which prior (horseshoe versus LASSO) is to be preferred.653

Results indicated that the BRMA algorithms had higher predictive performance than654

RMA in the presence of relevant moderators. In the absence of relevant moderators,655

BRMA showed less evidence of overfitting than RMA models. In these cases, RMA models656

had, on average, negative predictive performance, which suggests that these models657

generalize poorly to new data. In the presence of an increasing number of irrelevant658

moderators, the BRMA algorithms’ predictive performance also suffered less than that of659

RMA. The BRMA algorithms were also more efficient, in the sense that they achieved660

greater predictive performance when the number of studies in the training data was low.661

Across all conditions, BRMA with a horseshoe prior achieved the highest average662

predictive performance, and within each data set, BRMA with a horseshoe prior most often663

had the best predictive performance (in 50% of replications). Based on these findings, we664

would recommend using BRMA with a horseshoe prior when the goal is to obtain findings665

that generalize to new data.666

With regard to variable selection, on the one hand, results indicated that the667

penalized BRMA algorithms had lower sensitivity: they were less able to select relevant668

moderators than RMA. On the other hand, the BRMA algorithms had higher specificity:669
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they were better able to reject irrelevant moderators than RMA. Importantly, the overall670

accuracy was approximately equal for RMA and BRMA with a horseshoe prior. This671

means that the total number of Type I and Type II errors will be approximately the same672

when choosing between these two methods - but there is a tradeoff between sensitivity and673

specificity. Applied researchers must consider which is more important in the context of674

their research. When meta-analyzing a heterogeneous body of literature with many675

between-study differences, BRMA may be preferred due to its greater ability to exclude676

irrelevant moderators. Conversely, when meta-analyzing a highly curated body of literature677

with a small number of theoretically relevant moderators, RMA might be preferred.678

With regard to the algorithms’ ability to recover population effect sizes of679

moderators, we observed that BRMA with a horseshoe prior had the greatest bias towards680

zero across simulation conditions, followed by LASSO, and then RMA. Surprisingly, all681

algorithms - including RMA - provided, on average, negatively biased estimates. The682

variance of the estimates followed the opposite pattern, which illustrates the bias-variance683

trade-off. With regard to residual heterogeneity, BRMA with a horseshoe prior had the684

lowest bias. The BRMA algorithms also had lower variance. This suggests that the685

penalized regression coefficients do not compromise the estimation of residual heterogeneity.686

Future research might investigate under what conditions residual heterogeneity is687

estimated more accurately in a penalized model than in an unpenalized model. Together,688

these results suggest that BRMA has superior predictive performance and specificity, and689

provides relatively unbiased estimates of residual heterogeneity, relative to RMA.690

We examined the effect of violations of the assumption of linearity by simulating data691

from a cubic model. In applied research, the true shape of the association between a692

moderator and effect size is typically unknown. Thus, model misspecification is likely to693

occur. One advantage of BRMA is that it can accommodate more moderators than RMA694

and has superior specificity. This allows researchers to specify a more flexible model to695

account for potential misspecification, with less concern for overfitting and nonconvergence.696
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For example, researchers could add polynomials of continuous variables with suspected697

non-linear effects, or interactions between predictors. Another possible solution is to resort698

to non-parametric methods like random forest meta-analysis, which intrinsically699

accommodates non-linear effects and interactions9.700

All simulations were conducted with default settings for the model’s prior701

distributions, based on prior research23,25. Our results suggest that these defaults are702

suitable for a wide range of situations, including when model assumptions are violated.703

However, bear in mind that model parameters are influenced by the prior distribution. It is704

good practice to perform a sensitivity analysis to determine how sensitive the model results705

and inferences are to different prior specifications. Performing sensitivity analyses is706

particularly important when the sample is small, as in this case, the prior is more707

influential.708

Strengths and future directions709

The present paper has several strengths. First, we included a wide range of710

simulation conditions, including conditions that violated the assumptions of linearity and711

normality. Across all conditions, BRMA displayed superior predictive performance and712

specificity compared to RMA. Another strength is that the present simulation study used713

realistic estimates of τ 2, based on data from 705 published psychological meta-analyses47.714

Another strength is that the BRMA algorithms have been implemented in FAIR software715

(Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable): the R-package is published on the716

“Comprehensive R Archive Network”, and the source code is hosted on GitHub. Thanks to717

the use of compiled code, the BRMA algorithm is computationally relatively inexpensive.718

Several limitations remain to be addressed in future research, however. One719

limitation is that, by necessity, computational resources and journal space limit the number720

of conditions that could be considered in the simulation study. To facilitate further721
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exploration and follow-up research, all simulation data and analysis code are available722

online. This code can also be adapted to conduct Monte Carlo power analyses for applied723

research. A second limitation is that the present study did not examine the effect of724

multicollinear predictors. Regularizing estimators ought to have an advantage over OLS725

regression in the presence of multicollinearity48; future research ought to examine whether726

this advantage extends to BRMA. A third limitation is that the present study did not727

examine the effect of dependent data (e.g., multiple effect sizes per study). The BRMA728

algorithm can accommodate dependent data by means of three-level multilevel analysis. To729

our knowledge, there is no reason to expect that dependent data would result in a different730

pattern of findings than we found for independent data, but future research is required to731

ascertain this. A final limitation of the current implementation is that it relies on 95%732

credible intervals to select relevant moderators. However, these marginal credible intervals733

can behave differently compared to the joint credible intervals49. A future direction of734

research is therefore to implement more advanced selection procedures, such as projective735

predictive variable selection44. Another direction for future research is the specification of736

different priors, aside from the horseshoe and LASSO priors that were examined in this737

study. A final disadvantage is that Bayesian estimation is typically more computationally738

expensive than frequentist estimation. One future direction of research is thus to develop a739

frequentist estimator for regularized meta-regression.740

Recommendations for applied research741

Before conducting meta-regression, researchers should be aware of its limitations5.742

These can be subdivided into four categories: 1) the curse of dimensionality and its743

corrolary implications for multicollinearity; 2) the ecological fallacy; 3) limited information744

on moderator variables, including missing data and restrictions of range. BRMA seeks to745

address the first of these limitations, because the problems that arise from meta-analyzing746

small and heterogeneous bodies of literature are so ubiquitous that they have been referred747
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to as the primary pitfall in meta-regression5. Nonetheless, all applicable limitations should748

be acknowledged in the resulting publication.749

With regard to the planning and design of a BRMA meta-analysis, consider explicitly750

mentioning the intended use of BRMA in a preregistered analysis protocol - either as751

primary analysis technique, or as a contingency in the case of model non-convergence or752

multicollinearity. Note that BRMA is suitable for both confirmatory hypothesis tests and753

for exploratory analyses to ensure that no important effects were missed. Both approaches754

can be included in a preregistration50. With regard to data extraction, it is important to755

strike a balance between inclusiveness and selectivity when coding moderators5.756

Moderators may include theoretically relevant factors and methodological ones, such as757

sample demographics, methods, instruments, study quality, and publication type. A key758

challenge is that moderators may not always be reported. The best way to handle missing759

data is by recovering the relevant information by contacting authors or comparing different760

publications on the same data. If data remains missing, users can use multiple imputation,761

which is a best practice for handling missingness (see Applied example). Finally, effect762

sizes and their variances must be computed using suitable methods; many of which are763

available in the R package metafor43.764

In the Introduction, researchers should substantiate the decision to explore765

heterogeneity. One valid reason is prima facie heterogeneity of the body of research11.766

Another reason is the presence of theoretically relevant moderators5. Less convincing is the767

practice of exploring heterogeneity only when τ 2 is significant, for two reasons: Firstly,768

because data-driven analysis decisions increase the risk of spurious findings19. Secondly,769

because tests for heterogeneity are often underpowered when the number of studies is low,770

and overpowered when it is high, thus limiting their usefulness51.771

With regard to data analysis, our simulation study indicates that a horseshoe prior is772

a suitable default. Before interpreting model parameters, one must ascertain that the773
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algorithm has converged. Additionally, authors may consider performing a sensitivity774

analysis to examine whether findings are robust to different prior specifications. With775

regard to reporting results, researchers should report both the estimated effect of776

moderators and residual heterogeneity. In interpreting the regression coefficients, it should777

be explicitly acknowledged that regularization was used, and the parameters may thus be778

biased. The use of standardization and inclusion of an intercept should be reported and779

substantiated. As BRMA is a Bayesian method, inference is based on probability intervals780

instead of p-values. The null hypothesis is rejected if such intervals exclude zero. The781

present study compared credible intervals and HDPI intervals. Both performed identically782

for inference on regression coefficients. By default, brma() reports credible intervals - but783

HDPI intervals might be preferable for residual heterogeneity (which has a non-normal784

posterior distribution).785

With regard to publication, we highly recommend making the data and code for the786

meta-analysis publicly available. One way to do this is by creating a reproducible research787

repository, for example, using the Workflow for Reproducible Code in Science (WORCS)52.788

Transparency allows readers and reviewers to verify that methods were correctly applied,789

which bolsters confidence in the results. Others can easily perform sensitivity analyses by790

changing the analysis code. Sharing data allows the meta-analysis to be updated in the791

future, which increases its reuse value. Finally, sharing the model object (or code to792

reproduce it) allows others to obtain predictions for the expected effect size of a new study793

on the same topic. These predictions can be used to conduct power analysis for future794

research. To this end, researchers can simply enter their planned design (or several795

alternative designs) as new lines of data, using the codebook of the original meta-analysis,796

and use the published BRMA model to calculate the predicted effect size for a study with797

these specifications.798

BRMA may not be the best solution for every situation. Several trade-offs must be799

considered to decide what method is most appropriate. Firstly, BRMA has higher800
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predictive performance than RMA, which implies that it is more suitable when a researcher801

intends to generalize beyond the sample at hand. Conversely, RMA is more suitable when802

the goal is to describe the sample at hand in an unbiased manner, with less concern for803

generalizability to future studies. Secondly, BRMA trades off higher specificity for lower804

sensitivity compared to RMA, which suggests that it is more suitable when a researcher805

seeks to eliminate irrelevant moderators, at the cost of an increased Type II error rate.806

RMA might be more suitable when the researcher seeks to identify relevant moderators, at807

the cost of a greater Type I error rate. If many moderators are expected to be irrelevant,808

then BRMA may thus be preferable. Thirdly, there may be pragmatic reasons for809

preferring BRMA over RMA. For example, if a data set is small, or the number of810

moderators is high relative to the number of cases, RMA models may be empirically811

under-identified. This can result in convergence problems. In such cases, Bayesian812

estimation may converge on a solution where frequentist estimation does not53. Similarly,813

BRMA may perform better in the presence of multicollinearity among predictors, which814

can be examined using the function vif() in the R-package metafor. Values exceeding 5815

are cause for concern. Multicollinearity increases the variance of regression coefficients.816

BRMA may have an advantage here, because the regularizing priors restrict variance. If817

multicollinearity is observed or suspected, BRMA might be preferred.818

Conclusion819

The present research has demonstrated that BRMA is a powerful tool for exploring820

heterogeneity in meta-analysis, with a number of advantages over classic RMA. BRMA had821

better predictive performance than RMA, which indicates that results from BRMA822

analysis generalize better to new data. This predictive performance advantage was823

especially pronounced when training data were as small as 20 studies. This is appealing824

because many meta-analyses have small sample sizes. BRMA further has greater specificity825

in rejecting irrelevant moderators from a larger set of potential candidates, while826
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maintaining an overall variable selection accuracy equivalent to RMA. Although the827

estimated regression coefficients are biased towards zero by design, the estimated residual828

heterogeneity did not show evidence of bias in our simulation. A final advantage of BRMA829

over other variable selection methods for meta-analysis is that it is an extension of the830

linear model. Most applied researchers are familiar with the linear model, and it can easily831

accommodate predictor variables of any measurement level, interaction terms, and832

non-linear effects. Adoption of this new method is facilitated by the availability of833

user-friendly software in R and JASP.834
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Highlights835

• Many applied meta-analyses concern heterogeneous bodies of literature, with many836

between-studies differences (moderators).837

• Simultaneously, meta-analytic samples are often small. There is thus limited838

statistical power to account for moderators.839

• The present study introduces Bayesian Regularized Meta-Analysis (BRMA), an840

algorithm that applies regularization to identify relevant moderators from a larger841

number of candidates.842

• The algorithm is available via the R-package pema on CRAN, and via a user-friendly843

graphical interface in JASP.844

• Readers across fields can use this method to account for between-studies845

heterogeneity in meta-analysis, without concern that models may be underfit or846

underpowered.847

Data Availability Statement848

All analysis code is available in a version-controlled repository at849

https://github.com/cjvanlissa/pema. The directory paper contains the source code of this850

manuscript, and the directory simulatie_2021 contains the simulation source code.851

https://github.com/cjvanlissa/pema
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Table 1

Prior parameters and corresponding arguments, along with their default values and

the effect of increasing their values.

Prior Parameter Argument Default Effect

lasso λ df 1 More probability of extreme values

lasso s scale 1 Increases scale of prior

hs λ2
0 df_global 1 Increases scale of prior

hs ν1 global_df 1 Less probability of extreme values

hs ν2 df 1 Less probability of extreme values

hs ν3 df_slab 4 Less probability of extreme values

hs s scale_slab 2 Increases scale of finite slab

hs relevant_pars NULL Increases scale_global
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Table 2

Mean and SD of predictive R2 for BRMA with a horseshoe (HS) and LASSO prior, and for

RMA, for models with a true effect (ES != 0) and without (ES = 0).

R̄2
HS CI95 R̄2

LASSO CI95 R̄2
RMA CI95

Overall 0.42 [-0.03, 0.87] 0.42 [-0.01, 0.87] 0.39 [-0.30, 0.87]

ES = 0 0.57 [0.04, 0.89] 0.56 [0.03, 0.88] 0.55 [-0.01, 0.88]

ES != 0 -0.01 [-0.04, -0.00] -0.01 [-0.02, 0.00] -0.10 [-0.40, -0.01]

Table 3

Effect size of design factors on predictive R2 of the different algorithms, and of the difference between

algorithms. Interpretation indicates whether a main effect was uniformly positive or negative across

all algorithms.

Factor HS LASSO RMA HS vs. LASSO HS vs. RMA LASSO vs. RMA Interpretation

ω 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 negative

β 0.77 0.76 0.70 0.00 0.01 0.02 positive

k 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.01 positive

n 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 positive

Model 0.17 0.17 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 positive

M 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.01 negative

τ 2 0.05 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 negative
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Table 4

Effect size (Cramer’s V) of design factors, and of the difference between algorithms, on

sensitivity (P).

Factor PHS PLASSO PRMA PHSvs.LASSO PHSvs.RMA PLASSOvs.RMA Interpretation

k 0.21 0.23 0.17 0.01 0.02 0.02 positive

n 0.08 0.09 0.07 0.00 0.01 0.01 positive

β 0.36 0.37 0.28 0.01 0.04 0.04 positive

τ 2 0.10 0.10 0.08 0.00 0.01 0.01 negative

ω 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.00 0.01 0.01 negative

M 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 negative

Model 0.31 0.33 0.22 0.01 0.03 0.03 positive

Table 5

Effect size (Cramer’s V) of design factors, and of the difference between algorithms, on

specificity (N).

Factor NHS NLASSO NRMA NHSvs.LASSO NHSvs.RMA NLASSOvs.RMA Interpretation

k 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.13 0.13 other

n 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 other

β 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.06 other

τ 2 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 other

ω 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.02 other

M 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.11 0.08 0.08 other

Model 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.08 0.08 positive
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Table 6

Effect size of design factors on bias in beta squared for the different algorithms, and

of the difference between algorithms.

Factor HS LASSO RMA HS vs. LASSO HS vs. RMA LASSO vs. RMA

ω 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.00

β 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

k 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

n 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

Model 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

M 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

τ 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Table 7

Effect size of design factors on bias in tau squared for the different algorithms, and of

the difference between algorithms.

Factor HS LASSO RMA HS vs. LASSO HS vs. RMA LASSO vs. RMA

ω 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

β 0.12 0.13 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00

k 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

n 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00

Model 0.11 0.12 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.00

M 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

τ 2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table 8

Summary of model parameters for the applied example.

mean sd 2.5% 50% 97.5% n_eff Rhat

Intercept -27.34 16.63 -59.46 -27.42 1.54 1,188.50 1.00

mTimeLength 0.00 0.01 -0.02 0.00 0.00 188.60 1.03

year 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.03 1,187.99 1.00

modelLG 0.13 0.16 -0.09 0.09 0.52 998.39 1.00

modelLNB 0.15 0.13 -0.03 0.14 0.43 544.65 1.01

modelM 0.05 0.07 -0.04 0.03 0.21 586.43 1.00

modelMD 0.04 0.09 -0.14 0.02 0.26 264.84 1.02

ageWeek -0.01 0.01 -0.02 0.00 0.00 446.33 1.01
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Figure 1 . Using BRMA via the JASP software package.
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Figure 2 . Predictive R2 for BRMA with horseshoe (HS) and LASSO prior, and RMA. Plots

are sorted by largest performance difference between BRMA and RMA.
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Figure 3 . Sensitivity by design factors for the HS (circle, solid line), LASSO(triangle, dotted

line) and RMA (square, dashed line) algorithms.
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Figure 4 . Specificity by design factors for the HS (circle, solid line), LASSO(triangle, dotted

line) and RMA (square, dashed line) algorithms.
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